Here are some examples of successful uses of the CSL Small Grant fund:

- Purchasing kitchen equipment for Fruits of Sherbrooke in support of their Fruit Stars project. Fruit Starts uses local rescued fruit to provide healthy snacks for school lunch programs. This equipment increased productivity and allowed CSL students to actively participate in the dehydration process.

- Creating a small book of short stories and a book launch event in partnership with CSL students and adult literacy students from the Learning Centre Literacy Association.

- Hiring extra floor monitors to provide additional programming to participants at The Steadward Centre. This allowed CSL students to help promote inclusion for people living with impairment through physical activity.

- Covering printing costs of an Edible Plants Guide and Recipe Book and to support and project coordinator for a CSL project with Edmonton and Area Land Trust.

- Supporting CSL students to run a series of poetry workshops with Kitakinaw School on Enoch First Nation Reserve. Funding went towards snacks, writing materials, transportation and a guest writer.

- Supporting the execution of a strategic marketing plan for Sage Savouries, a line of healthy and nutritious meals for seniors. Students participated in trade shows, presentations, and engagement events.

- Purchasing of digital cameras for students to use who attend the E4C ArtStart program. The cameras allowed students to document their thoughts and display them in a creative way.

- Funding of a dance instructor, costumes and equipment for the Dance Without Limits Program at the Cerebral Palsy Association. This program is tailored to children with disabilities and allows them to feel like ballerinas.

- Creating a database for iHuman’s Moving the Mountain program. This program focuses on meeting the needs of vulnerable youth engaged in high risk behaviour with engagement and motivation. The database allowed both CSL students and youth to track milestones.

- Developing a conference with Migrante Alberta. The conference gathered students, migrant workers, and academics to contribute to panel discussions and workshops.

- Purchasing iPads to capture citizenship stories for participants of the Citizen Action Hall, part of the Skills Society Project Citizenship initiative.
- Funding of an instructional designer for a pilot project of an online or mixed delivery course in the Faculty of Native Studies.

- Purchasing audio recording and mixing equipment to create narrative-driven radio documentaries and podcasts in Latin America Studies courses.